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Engagement Breakdown¹

In Q1 2022, we continued to 
actively engage with our 
portfolio companies through 
the use of video conferencing. 
The Portfolio Highlights 
section below displays some of 
the progress observed during 
the quarter.
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Environmental²

Integrating environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into the investment process has
become common over the years, but a crucial and missing component within this is corporate culture.
Whilst there is strong evidence showing that ESG leaders outperform their peers, we believe that
companies with strong corporate cultures provide an additional driver of outperformance in the long
term. This factsheet captures the state of the Mobius Emerging Markets Fund’s portfolio at the end of
Q1 2022 across four dimensions: environmental, social, governance, and culture.

• Leeno Industrial became part of the CDP project and received a CDP score for the first time.
• EC Healthcare reported a reduction in electricity and water consumption in their 2022 ESG 

report.
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• Kangji Medical received the Hangzhou Municipal Government Quality Award for excellent 
performance management and significant economic and social benefits in product 
production engineering construction, service provision, and environmental protection.
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• Mavi published its first ever sustainability report in Q1 2022.
• Zilltek improved its IR activities by hosting an earnings call and publishing a translated 

English earnings call transcript for the first time.
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Top 3 reported Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG)⁵

SDG Goals Contribution

4 Quality Education 11 out of 13

8 Decent Work & Economic Growth 10 out of 13

9 Industry, Innovation and 
Infrastructure

9 out of 13
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Culture²
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Glassdoor Portfolio 
Score¹⁰

• The overall portfolio score improved from 3.6 to 3.8 from Q4 2021 to Q1 2022. Six 
portfolio companies were able to improve their Glassdoor score.

• Safaricom was ranked the best company to work for in Kenya in the LinkedIn 2022 Top 
Companies Ranking. 

Portfolio Highlights

Top 10 Mobius Emerging Markets Fund Portfolio Companies*
Company Name Country Industry (%) of 

Portfolio
Market Cap 

(USD m)

1 TOTVS Brazil Technology 7.5% 4,746

2 EC Healthcare China Health Care 6.7% 1,255

3 eMemory Technology Taiwan Technology 5.6% 4,920

4 Safaricom Kenya Communications 5.2% 11,887

5 Apollo Tubes India Industrials 5.0% 3,015

6 Vietnam Dairy Products Vietnam Consumer Staples 4.8% 7,404

7 LEENO Industrial South Korea Technology 4.8% 2,316

8 Clicks Group South Africa Consumer Staples 4.6% 5,152

9 Persistent Systems India Technology 4.4% 4,797

10 Elite Material Co. Taiwan Technology 4.3% 3,000
52.9%

*31.03.2022
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1. The engagement breakdown is for Q1 2022 and is based on 138 engagements in the fields of 
environment, social, governance, culture and operations and capital allocation issues.

2. As part of the ESG+C® assessment, four different dimensions are assessed: environmental: entails 
factors like climate change, natural resources, pollution & waste as well as environmental opportunities; 
social: refers to factors such as human capital, product liability and social opportunities; governance: 
refers to the reporting methods, the ownership structure as well as checks and balances; culture: contains 
factors like the degree of freedom, equality, recruitment, innovation and remuneration.

3. Portfolio companies are assessed on a binary basis whether they do or do not comply with the assessed 
metric. The number of companies complying with the metric is expressed as a percentage of the portfolio.

4. External CDP Score: The Carbon Disclosure Project increases environmental transparency and 
accountability of companies and enables progress tracking. The scoring ranges from A, A- to B, B- to C, C-
to D, D- and F.

5. Sustainable Development Goals: Out of the 15 portfolio companies reporting on the united nations 
sustainable development goals, the top 3 goals are selected.

6. The determined company percentages are weighted according to their weight in the portfolio. The 
weighted average is reported as a percentage of the portfolio.

7. Founder-/Family-owned Companies: Reports the percentage of portfolio companies with the family or 
founder holding 5% or more.

8. Blockinvestor: Refers to an individual or organization owning a substantial amount of the company’s 
shares. The hurdle rate is set at 15%.

9. Dedicated Investor Relations Professional: Reports companies as a percentage of the portfolio having 
appointed an employee responsible for investor relations.

10. External Glassdoor Score: Glassdoor is one of the world’s largest job and recruiting sites providing scores 
for companies ranging from 0 to 5. The Portfolio score is the average of 22 available scores among the 
portfolio.

11. Dedicated Sustainability Professional: Reports companies as a percentage of the portfolio having a 
dedicated employee in charge of the company’s sustainability activities.

Footnotes:

Disclaimer
This document has been issued by Mobius Capital Partners LLP pursuant to section 21(2)(a) of the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (as amended). This document is for information purposes only
and does not constitute an offer to anyone, or a solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for shares of Mobius Emerging 
Markets Fund (the "Fund") or any other sub-fund of Mobius SICAV. Nothing in this document should be
construed as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell shares. We recommend you discuss any investment 
decisions with a financial adviser. The information in this document is as at the last working day of the
previous month. You should note that your capital is at risk with this investment. The value of shares in the Fund may 
fluctuate and you may get back less than you invested. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance. The Fund is subject to various other risks and you should refer to the Prospectus for more information. The 
Fund is a sub-fund of Mobius SICAV, a UCITS fund incorporated as a Société Anonyme in
Luxembourg and organised as a Société d´investissement à Capital Variable (SICAV). This information is only directed at 
persons residing in jurisdictions where the Fund and its shares are authorised for distribution or where
no such authorisation is required. Mobius Capital Partners LLP has used all reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy of 
the information contained in this document but makes no guarantee or representation as to the reliability,
completeness or accuracy of such information. Subscriptions for shares of the Fund should only be made on the basis of 
the latest Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document relating to the shares, together with the
latest annual report and any subsequent interim report of Mobius SICAV (if published), copies of which are available (in 
English) at www.mobiuscapitalpartners.com/fund. Mobius Capital Partners LLP is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. Its registered office is 20 North Audley Street, 
London W1K 6LX,  United Kingdom.

http://www.mobiuscapitalpartners.com/fund

